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and for all
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by Sarah Carrillo

Ugh, unwanted facial hair. First off, why do we need to
call it that? Not to get all Seinfeld on you, but is there any
wanted facial hair for women? Well, besides eyebrows I
guess. Anyway, dealing with facial hair sucks, and if
you're reading this then I'm sure you agree. 

So, what do we do about it? Easy. We listen to the
expert advice of dermatologists Dr. Heidi Waldorf and Dr.
Arielle Kauvar. Together, they're going to get rid of our
lady-staches for good. Are you doing a little silent cheer
at your computer right now? Yeah, me too. 

Click here for facial hair help. 

But first, here's a quick pep talk. Remember, excess facial hair is nothing to be ashamed
of. After all, it's not like you chose to grow it, right? Also remember that you're definitely not
alone. CNN reported that 20 million women in America deal with facial hair removal on a
weekly basis. So rest assured, you're in good company. Third, in case you forgot, you can
remove facial hair, in some cases permanently. So while it's a pain in the you-know-what,
it's 100 percent a solvable problem. And we're here to do it. 

So keep reading to find out why the heck you have facial hair in the first place and how to
get rid of your unwanted mustache or goatee. Remember, sometimes facial hair is actually
a symptom of a larger medical issue, so while waxing will get rid of it, it doesn't hurt to see
a doctor to figure out if your facial hair is a lovely genetic gift from your Aunt Milly -- or a
serious health problem. 

Click here for facial hair help.
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Why you have facial hair

Most of the time, you can thank your grandma (or rather,
genetics) for those stray hairs. It's most common in East
Asian and Mediterranean ethnicities, but it can pop up
anywhere. Waldorf says "if your mom or aunt had it as a
younger woman, you are more likely to also." 

However, you can't always blame mom. Sometimes facial
hair is caused by hormones. If you have excessive facial
hair and it's growing in a "male" pattern (think mustache
and beard), then you might have hirsuitism, which is

caused by too many male hormones in your system. This is often a sign of polycystic ovary
syndrome, according to Waldorf. 

Kauvar adds that sometimes even your medication can cause facial hair to grow, although
this is rare.
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Should you see a doctor?

The short answer is: sometimes. Kauvar explains: "If a
woman has excess facial hair and other signs of
hormonal imbalance (acne, thinning scalp hair, body hair
in other unusual sites, irregular periods) they should be
evaluated by an endocrinologist to rule out the possibility
of a treatable hormonal condition such as polycystic
ovary syndrome." 

So if you're having any of the above symptoms, get to a
doctor, because this problem is bigger than an

unfortunate mustache. Also, Waldorf says even if you only have a minor facial hair issue,
it's better to visit your dermatologist than the spa. That way they can be sure nothing else
is wrong and help you decide on the best course of action.
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Treating hirsuitism

If you've determined that your hair growth can't be
blamed on genetics, then your doctor will likely treat you
with an oral medication, Waldorf says. "Oral medications
including estrogens, anti-androgens and some insulin-
regulation medications can be helpful to reduce hair
growth directly and improve the outcome of laser
therapy," she says. More on laser therapy in the next
slide. 

In addition to medication to balance out your hormones,
Waldorf says your doctor can also prescribe Vaniqa cream, which slows hair growth on
both light and dark hair and "is very helpful for patients with hirsuitism."
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The dream: Permanent hair removal

Waldorf cautions that she never promises 100 percent
hair removal since it's possible that your hormones can
fluctuate and cause new hair growth. But, laser hair
removal is your best bet at getting rid of hair
permanently. Waldorf shares what you need to know: 

• If you're dealing with hirsuitism or hair growth caused
by hormones, you'll want to start treatment with an
endocrinologist before doing laser removal. If you don't
treat the cause then you'll just keep getting more hair. 

• You'll need at least three to five treatments to get rid of most of your facial hair. So make
sure you factor that into your budget (sadly, it's not cheap, treatments can be around $200
each). 
• Laser hair removal only works on dark hair. If you've got blonde peach fuzz the laser
won't be able to distinguish it from your skin. However, you can try electrolysis for lighter
hair. 
• Typically laser hair removal works best when you have dark hair and light-colored skin.
However, Kauvar says that certain lasers, like diode and YAG, will work better on darker-
toned skin. 
• Remember, while laser sounds amazing, there are risks. Waldorf stresses, "patients with
darker-toned skin and those who are tan have a higher risk of pigmentation problems after
treatment." Also, it can be painful.
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The less-exciting dream: temporary hair
removal

We know laser isn't for everyone -- you might not be able
to afford it, or you may not have enough hair to make it
worth the effort and cost. But no worries, on the next few
slides there are plenty of options for you.
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Shaving or Trimming

Pros: Quick and easy (and Waldorf says it's a myth that
shaving will make your hair grow thicker or longer). 
Cons: Stubble when it does grow back. 
Tip: Use a fresh razor to get a closer shave and hold your
skin taut so you can shave the hair as short as possible.
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Waxing or Threading

Pros: Gets the hair at the root so it lasts longer than
shaving or trimming, and it's relatively quick. 
Cons: Can be painful and leave your skin red or with
ingrown hair. Also, Kauvar says anyone using retinol or
retin A should avoid waxing since it can cause burns on
your skin. 
Tip: Go to a professional for at least your first round of
waxing, because it's easy to mess up. If you do wax at
home, make sure to do a temperature test on the inside
of your wrist before applying it to your face.
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Depilatories

Pros: Can use them at home, no stubble. 
Cons: Don't always work as well as waxing and can
irritate skin. Not to mention that most kinda smell. 
Tip: Make sure you follow the directions on the bottle
exactly. If you don't leave the product on long enough it
won't work, but if you leave it on too long you could burn
your skin.
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Tweezing

Pros: Gets hair at the root, less irritation than waxing. 
Cons: Time consuming since you can only get a hair or
two at a time, not a good method for heavy growth. 
Tip: Use a magnifying mirror and lots of light so you can
see any stray hairs. After tweezing, apply a soothing
moisturizer to treat any redness.
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Vaniqa

Pros: Slows hair growth so you need to remove hair less
often. 
Cons: Need a prescription from the doctor. 
Tip: Vaniqa can take up to eight weeks to start showing
results, so be patient and continue using your usual
removal method in the mean time. 

It may take awhile before you find your perfect hair
removal method, but hang in there and soon you won't
be calling your facial hair "unwanted" anymore. (OK,

that's a bit of a stretch, but it will become much less of a hassle, I promise.)
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